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[1] We analyze the mechanism of magnetic polarity reversals in a three- dimensional numerical dynamo

model. A dynamo driven by compositional convection in a rotating spherical fluid shell with a solid,

electrically conducting inner core exhibits regular reversals of its dominantly axial dipole magnetic field at

Rayleigh number Ra = 300, Ekman number E = 0.01, Prandtl number Pr = 1 and Roberts number q = 20.

The fluid motions that sustain the field include (1) azimuthal jets which generate toroidal magnetic field;

(2) high-latitude, helical convective plumes which generate poloidal magnetic field; and (3) meridional

circulation which transports the magnetic field. Inverse poloidal field is produced locally in the convective

plumes. Outcrops of reversed field create inverse magnetic flux spots on the core-mantle boundary above

the plumes that are precursors to the reversal. The dipole polarity change as seen from the surface occurs

when the reversed magnetic flux is distributed over the core-mantle boundary by the meridional

circulation. In our model, the reversed flux is transported from south to north and the transitional field has a

strong quadrupole component. The duration of the dipole transition is the meridional transport time, and

corresponds to a few thousand years in the Earth’s core. The duration of the stable polarity epochs depends

on several effects, including the strengths of the sources of normal and reversed poloidal field in the

plumes, flux transport, and flux diffusion. Comparable reversal periods are found in an equivalent

kinematic dynamo model with steady velocities and without Lorentz forces, confirming that these reversals

are not triggered by changes in the flow and are primarily magnetic induction effects.
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1. Introduction

[2] Polarity reversals are a defining characteristic

of the geomagnetic field, and an understanding of

their cause is a central part of the geodynamo

problem. There is now general agreement that

reversals are caused by magnetohydrodynamic

fluctuations within the core (rather than by external

causes), a view supported by the many numerical

dynamo models that reverse without the help of

external disturbances [see Kono and Roberts,

2002]. Partly because polarity reversals can occur

without external forcing, their true role in the

geodynamo remains unclear. A traditional interpre-

tation is that polarity reversals are infrequent and

nearly random events [Cox, 1975; Constable,

2000, and references therein] implying that the

geodynamo is rarely in a reversing configuration.

The length of the major polarity epochs would

seem to support this interpretation.

[3] However, the reversal process may actually

be more regular and may occur far more fre-

quently than the sequence of major polarity

epochs would suggest. Gubbins [1999] has pro-

posed that geomagnetic excursions should be

interpreted as abbreviated reversals, which

implies that the geodynamo is often in a revers-

ing configuration. Records of recent excursions

and reversals indicate that attempts of polarity

changes occur with a characteristic frequency,

approximately once in 20–40 kyr. This is about

ten times more frequent than the traditional

estimate, and implies that the associated dynam-

ical mechanism occupies a far greater portion of

the paleomagnetic record than is usually assumed.

Numerical simulations by Kutzner and Christensen

[2002] support the idea that reversals and excur-

sions are manifestations of the same internal

mechanism. Note, however, that Gubbins [1999]

attributes the failure of reversal attempts to the

long inner core diffusion time, while the model

of Kutzner and Christensen [2002] has an insu-

lating inner core. See the discussion on inner-

core conductivity below.

[4] Evidence on reversals comes from a variety of

sources. The sequence of the major polarity

epochs is known from the magnetic record of

the sea floor to approximately 160 Ma [Harland

et al., 1990]. Paleomagnetic studies provide some

constraints on the duration of the polarity tran-

sitions and on the intensity and directional varia-

tions of the field during transition [Jacobs, 1984;

Merrill and McFadden, 1999]. In addition, the

observed secular variation of the geomagnetic

field [Bloxham et al., 1989; Jackson et al.,

2000] offers some clues to the reversal mecha-

nism, even though the dipole polarity has not

reversed in historical times.

[5] All of these observations have limitations for

understanding the cause of reversals, because they

pertain to the magnetic field at or near Earth’s

surface. These field measurements can be projected

onto the core-mantle boundary to provide an image

of the geodynamo on its outer surface. However,

the magnetohydrodynamic processes that actually

generate the magnetic field and cause polarity

reversals are three-dimensional and operate within

the volume of the core, possibly at depths far below

the core-mantle boundary. Near-surface observa-

tions are additionally limited because they only

detect the poloidal part of the core field. They do

not detect the toroidal part of the core field, which

plays an essential role in the geodynamo, including

the polarity changes.

[6] In this paper we analyze the polarity reversal

process in a numerical dynamo model. We iden-

tify the fluid dynamic mechanisms responsible for

polarity change in a relatively simple but dynam-

ically self-consistent dynamo model exhibiting

repeated reversals that are regularly spaced in

time. The sequence of events leading to polarity

reversal in this model are described, and we show

how these events appear in the magnetic field

external to the core, and how they are related to

the internal fluid dynamics. Although our model is

very far from the Earth in parameter space, several

of the critical steps in the reversal process appear

to have analogs in the observed behavior of the

geomagnetic and paleomagnetic fields. In addi-

tion, we relate some of the timescales that char-

acterize the model polarity reversals, particularly

the duration of the transition and the duration of

uniform polarity epochs, to the fluid dynamical

timescales of the dynamo. In section 2 we briefly
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summarize some pertinent observational con-

straints on geomagnetic polarity reversals and

review previous reversing dynamo model studies.

In section 3 we describe the numerical dynamo

model used in our study, and sections 4 and 5

analyze the reversals our model produces. We

summarize our findings in section 6 and offer

some interpretations of geomagnetic and paleo-

magnetic field behavior in light of our results.

2. Polarity Reversals

2.1. Paleomagnetic Reversals

[7] Most of the time the Earth’s field is dominated

by a geocentric axial dipole component, with

normal and reversed polarities represented in es-

sentially equal portions. Polarity reversals are the

transitions between these two states. Excursions are

possibly related phenomena. During an excursion

the field departs substantially from a geocentric

axial dipole for a few thousand years, then returns

to its original polarity [Merrill et al., 1996].

[8] The attributes common to most polarity rever-

sals, as inferred from a large number of paleo-

magnetic studies, have been summarized recently

by Merrill and McFadden [1999] and Dormy et

al. [2000]. Because of genuine differences be-

tween individual reversals, and also because of

difficulties in obtaining reliable spatial and tem-

poral coverage, several of these attributes remain

controversial or poorly documented. The charac-

teristics that are best agreed on include the fol-

lowing. The major polarity epochs have variable

duration. The average duration of the major

epochs (polarity chrons) during the last 10 Ma

is 0.2–0.25 Myr, but the present Brunhes epoch

lasts already 0.79 Myr [Cande and Kent, 1995].

Long-term trends in polarity epoch length are best

exemplified by the 36 Myr Cretaceous super-

chron, which suggest an influence of the mantle

on the geodynamo. There is little evidence for

polarity bias, implying that normal and reversed

fields have the same average structure and are

equally probable. On the basis of virtual dipole

interpretations of paleomagnetic sequences the

duration of field reversals is estimated to be about

5 kyr. The magnetic field intensity is reduced

prior to and during the polarity transition, typically

by a factor 2–10, but the field recovers quickly

(usually within a few kyr) without dwelling in a low

intensity state. Transition magnetic fields include

nondipole components but retains some large-scale

structure, since VGP (virtual geomagnetic pole)

paths are usually seen to cross the equator abruptly

along nearly meridional trajectories.

[9] We mention two other potentially important

attributes of reversals, which are not so well

established. First, there is evidence that the major

polarity epochs include multiple short polarity

epochs and frequent magnetic excursions. Overall

these may be ten times more frequent than the

reversals that separate the major chrons [Langereis

et al., 1997]. The shorter events possibly constitute

a better definition of the true reversal timescales in

the core, since they may be more regular than the

major epochs. Second, there is some evidence of

‘‘sawtooth’’ intensity variations during polarity

epochs, where the intensity is highest shortly after

polarity change and tends to decrease prior to the

next reversal [Valet and Meynadier, 1993]. These

two attributes suggest a different interpretation of

the underlying processes. They may be much more

frequent than the rarity of consolidated polarity

changes suggests, the processes may also be partly

deterministic, perhaps even cyclical. Periodic be-

havior is seen in theoretical dynamo models

[Moffat, 1978] and in the solar dynamo, as

evidenced by the sunspot cycle. The geodynamo

appears to be less regular than the solar dynamo,

but perhaps this is because the characteristic fre-

quencies of dynamo processes are much lower in

the core than in the sun. In view of the fundamental

uncertainties in interpreting the paleomagnetic re-

versal record, numerical models can play a useful

role, by identifying sources of periodic and random

behavior in the geodynamo.

2.2. Evidence From Geomagnetic
Secular Variation

[10] Although the geomagnetic field in historical

times is dominated by a stable axial dipole, there

are some characteristics of its secular variation that

may bear on the polarity reversal mechanism.

Foremost among these are reversed flux spots at
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middle and high latitudes on the core-mantle

boundary. There are several regions on the core-

mantle boundary where the magnetic field direc-

tion is locally reversed [Bloxham et al., 1989].

The largest concentration is beneath the South

Atlantic, where a group of reversed flux spots

extend from South Africa to South America. Other

reversed flux spots occur at high latitudes within

the northern hemisphere inner core tangent cylin-

der, where a purely geocentric axial dipole would

have maximum intensity. In addition, comparison

of the 1980 Magsat and 2000 Oersted core field

models reveals several new reversed flux spots in

early stages of formation [Hulot et al., 2002]

including one beneath the Western Atlantic near

Bermuda.

[11] A related phenomenon is the decay of the

geocentric axial dipole, presently at a rate of

�0.06% yr�1. The current rate of decay of the axial

dipole, equivalent to an exponential decay time of

1600 yrs, is about 15 times faster than free decay of

the fundamental mode dipole field, assuming an

electrical conductivity of 6 � 105 S m�1 for the

outer core [Secco and Schloessin, 1989]. This

accelerated decay is mainly due to growth and

poleward motion of the reversed magnetic flux

spots, particularly those in the southern hemisphere

[Gubbins, 1987]. Rapid growth and poleward mo-

tion of reversed flux spots is an efficient way to

change the polarity of the external dipole field, and

is in fact the surface expression of the reversal

mechanism in our dynamo model.

2.3. Polarity Reversals in Numerical
Dynamo Models

[12] A growing number of self-consistent, three-

dimensional dynamo models have recurring polar-

ity reversals. Glatzmaier and Roberts [1995] were

the first to report several polarity reversals in a self-

consistent three-dimensional dynamo model. This

particular dynamo model was highly chaotic and

the polarity reversals occurred at irregular intervals.

Later, Kida et al. [1997] produced regular (nearly

periodic) reversals in a three-dimensional dynamo

model. A study by Sarson and Jones [1999]

reported reversals in a dynamo model with low

azimuthal resolution, and attributed the reversals to

fluctuations in the strength of a polar upwelling

plume. We highlight this study in particular be-

cause it identifies plume upwellings as the critical

fluid dynamic element in the reversal, in accord

with our results.

[13] One important objective in dynamo modeling

is to identify the parameters that control reversal

frequency. Since all numerical dynamos are far from

the geodynamo in terms of their input parameters,

most of the focus in model studies has been on the

relative (rather than absolute) reversal frequency. It

is now established that reversal frequency depends

on boundary conditions, especially boundary

heterogeneity, and even more sensitively on the

Rayleigh number of the convection.

[14] In a comparison of dynamos with different

patterns of boundary heat flow heterogeneity,

Glatzmaier et al. [1999] showed that patterns with

axial and equatorial symmetry plus an increased

heat flux above the poles tend to produced larger

magnetic secular variation and more frequent

reversals. A possible reason is that these config-

urations are compatible with the long-time average

convective heat flux that develops when a homog-

enous boundary temperature is assumed instead.

This ’natural’ heat flux was at least partly opposed

by those heterogeneous conditions that led to

smaller secular variation and fewer reversals.

[15] Coe et al. [2000] analyzed the external field

from several of these reversals in detail, and

concluded that some were comparable with geo-

magnetic reversals as inferred from the paleomag-

netic record. However, they also found that more

than one type of reversal was present in these

models, and not all of them were ‘‘Earth-like’’. In

particular, some of the reversals involved long-

lived, nondipolar transitional states, which do not

appear to have paleomagnetic counterparts. The

fact that many dynamo models use hyperdiffusiv-

ity (scale-dependent diffusion) to ensure numeri-

cal stability begs the question whether the reversal

frequency in such dynamo models depends on

this particular parameterization. It seems that

hyperdiffusivity does influence polarity reversals

[Grote and Busse, 2000]. However, existence of
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reversals in three-dimensional dynamo models

without hyperdiffusivity is now well established

[Kageyama et al., 1999; Kutzner and Christensen,

2002; Wicht, 2002].

[16] Kutzner and Christensen [2002] explored the

dependence of reversal rate on Rayleigh number

and convective forcing (internal versus boundary-

derived buoyancy sources), deliberately avoiding

the use of hyperdiffusivities. They found that the

Rayleigh number has the greatest control on secu-

lar variation and also reversal frequency. With

increasing Rayleigh number (holding the Ekman

number, i.e., the rotation rate, constant), the

dynamo behavior changes from a nonreversing

state, with low secular variation and dominant axial

dipole, to another configuration. The magnetic

field in this second configuration is more variable

in time and is not dominated by the dipole com-

ponent any more. Kutzner and Christensen [2002]

showed there exists an intermediate regime in

which the dynamo switches between these two

states, the switches being polarity reversals. For

some cases in this intermediate regime the rever-

sals were abrupt, as in the paleomagnetic record,

while for other cases the reversals occurred within

long-lived, nondipolar transitional field states.

[17] The presence of the solid inner core may

have an important effect on polarity reversals.

Hollerbach and Jones [1993] have claimed that

electrical conduction in the solid inner core can

reduce the frequency of magnetic field reversals,

by Ohmic damping of high-frequency components

of geomagnetic secular variation. Their interpreta-

tion was based on the behavior of reversals in a

heavily parameterized mean-field dynamo model.

The effect of electrical conductivity in the inner

core on reversal frequency in fully three-dimen-

sional dynamos was investigated by Wicht [2002].

He found that inner core conductivity reduces the

probability of very short polarity epochs, those

with lengths in the order of 1000 years. However,

Wicht [2002] found no significant influence of the

inner-core conductivity on the probability of po-

larity epochs of 10,000 years or longer, because the

dipole field has time to recover from low values

associated with the reversal process.

[18] The main objectives of previous studies have

been to determine the sensitivity of reversal fre-

quency to model parameters and the geometry of

the external field during transition, with relatively

little attention given to the mechanisms that cause

the reversals. This is particularly true for the highly

chaotic dynamo models, where the magnetic field

and the flow have spatial and temporal complexity,

and the mechanisms driving the reversal are diffi-

cult to isolate. Our approach is to restrict attention

to a relatively simple dynamo model, one with a

regular reversal cycle. We examine the cycle of

reversals using three-dimensional time-dependent

images, and we relate the behavior of the external

field during polarity reversal to the dynamical

processes in the interior of the dynamo.

3. Dynamo Model

3.1. Governing Equations

[19] The important elements of our dynamo model

have been described previously [Christensen et al.,

1999; Wicht, 2002]. We model three-dimensional,

time-dependent convection and magnetic field gen-

eration in a rotating sphere. The outer shell of the

sphere is filled with an electrically conducting,

Boussinesq fluid representing Earth’s liquid outer

core. The central sphere is solid with the same

electrical conductivity as the fluid, and represents

Earth’s inner core.

[20] We solve the Navier-Stokes equation with full

inertia, Coriolis, and Lorentz forces, and uniform

Newtonian viscosity, coupled to the buoyancy trans-

port equation and themagnetic induction equation in

a spherical coordinate system (r, q, f) rotating with

uniform angular velocity Wẑ about the z-axis. In

dimensionless form the governing equations are:

E

qPr

@u

@t
þ u � ru

� �
� E r2uþ 2 ẑ� u ¼

�rP þ Ra q Pr r̂
r

ro
T þ r� Bð Þ � B ð1Þ

r � u ¼ 0 ð2Þ

@T

@t
þ u � rT ¼ Pr�1 r2T � 1

� �
ð3Þ

@B

@t
¼ r� u� Bð Þ þ r2B ð4Þ
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where B, u, P and T are magnetic induction,

velocity, pressure perturbation and buoyancy vari-

able, respectively, and r̂ is the radial unit vector.

The buoyancy variable models the relative amount

of light elements that are released due to inner core

freezing. The term �1 on the left hand side of the

buoyancy equation represents volumetric sinks that

balance the fixed buoyancy flux through the inner-

core boundary. The flux through the outer

boundary is set to zero. We use the volumetric

sink density � to scale the buoyancy variable Twith

[�D2/k]. Here, k is the buoyancy diffusivity

(chemical diffusivity of light elements) and D the

shell thickness, which is used as the basic length

scale. In order to match the geometry of Earth’s

core, we set the dimensionless outer radius ro =

1.5398 and the inner radius ri = 0.5398, so that D =

ro � ri = 1. The magnetic field intensity is scaled

by (rmhW)1/2, with r the density, m the magnetic

permeability and h the magnetic diffusivity. Time

in the calculation is measured in the magnetic

diffusion time th = D2/h.

[21] Our model includes four dimensionless input

parameters. These are the Ekman number E = n/W
D2, the Prandtl number Pr = n/k, the (modified)

Rayleigh number Ra = ago�D
3/nkW and the Roberts

number q = k/h, where a is a compositional expan-

sivity, and go is gravity at the outer boundary. There

are two important output parameters, one for the

magnetic field intensity, the other for fluid velocity.

The dimensionless magnetic field intensity is given

in units of
ffiffiffiffi
L

p
, where, in terms of dimensional

magnetic field ~B, L = ~B2/(rmhW) is the Elsasser

number. Dimensionless fluid velocities are given

in units of the magnetic Reynolds number Rm =
~UD/h, where ~U is the dimensional fluid velocity.

[22] We assume that both spherical boundaries are

rigid and impermeable. The outer boundary is

electrically insulating, while the inner core is

electrically conducting (with the same conductivity

as the fluid), and is free to rotate under the action of

applied mechanical and electromagnetic torques

[Wicht, 2002].

3.2. Numerical Technique

[23] The magnetic field is represented in terms of

poloidal and toroidal parts according to

B ¼ B poloidalð Þ þ B toroidalð Þ ¼ r�r� r̂P þr� r̂t
ð5Þ

[24] We use the basic pseudo-spectral method

described in Glatzmaier [1984] to solve equations

(1)– (4). Time stepping is a mixed implicit/explicit

scheme. The Coriolis force and nonlinear terms are

calculated in grid space and treated explicitly. The

implicitly handled linear terms are evaluated in

spectral space, using Chebychev polynomials in

the radial direction and spherical harmonics in the

horizontal directions. The maximum Chebychev

polynomial degree and the maximum degree and

order of the spherical harmonics are N = 30 and L =

42, respectively. The associated numbers of grid

points are 33 in radial direction, 64 in meridional

direction, and 128 in azimuthal direction. Spherical

transforms are alias-free. Simple convergence tests

have revealed that the resolution is sufficient. The

spectral method uses fast Fourier transforms in

azimuthal direction and Gauss-Legendre integration

to transform between latitudinal grid points and

spherical harmonics as has been described previ-

ously [Glatzmaier, 1984]. A similar method is used

to transform between radial grid points and Cheby-

chev polynomials.

[25] The inner-core field is supported at 13 grid

points using the method described in Wicht [2002].

It is free to rotate relative to the liquid outer core

about the polar axis, subject to the combined action

of Lorentz and viscous torques. Details of the inner

core torque calculation are given in Wicht [2002].

4. Reversals in a Dynamic
Dynamo Model

4.1. The Model

[26] We have selected a model with moderate

parameter values: (modified) Rayleigh number

Ra = 300, Ekman number E = 0.01, Prandtl

number Pr = 1, and Roberts number q = 20. The

Rayleigh number is about 7.5 times supercritical for

the onset of (nonmagnetic) convection. In particular

the high Ekman number allows for a convective

flow that is significantly nongeostrophic and in this

respect differs from the anticipated conditions in the

Earth outer core and from the configuration in many
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other dynamo simulations. We discuss the differ-

ences in more detail below.

[27] Figure 1 shows time sequences of key prop-

erties during one magnetic diffusion time. Time

averaged Elsasser number and magnetic Reynolds

number for this run are L = 4.8 and Rm = 250,

quite similar to Earth’s values. The upper panel in

Figure 1 displays the polarity function, the colati-

tude of the magnetic dipole at the core-mantle

boundary (CMB). The time behavior is somewhat

chaotic but the reversals occur regularly in a

periodic fashion and always obey very similar

dynamics. In particular, the record shows short

periods of dipole transitions separated by longer

intervals of stable polarity.

Figure 1. Time series of the dynamo model over several polarity epochs. The time scale is given in magnetic
diffusion time units th = D2/h. First panel shows the dipole polarity function (Latitude of dipole at CMB); second
panel shows relative contribution of the magnetic dipole to the total magnetic energy at the CMB; third panel shows
total magnetic energy in the outer core (solid line), total dipole energy in the outer core (dotted line), and total dipole
energy at the CMB (dashed line); fourth panel shows total kinetic energy. The dark gray shaded time span is depicted
as a standard reversal epoch in most of the analysis presented here, the light gray shaded span is shown in 2-D
animations.
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[28] Eleven polarity reversals are present in

Figure 1. The dimensionless time unit is the

magnetic diffusion time D2sm. Assuming an elec-

trical conductivity of s = 5 � 105 S m�1 such a

time unit would represent 200,000 years for the

geomagnetic field. The average time between

successive reversals, equivalent to the average

polarity epoch length, is 0.09 in dimensionless

units, approximately 18,000 years in the core. This

time is too short by a factor 10–15 compared to

the average length of polarity chrons in recent

paleomagnetic reversal records [Merrill et al.,

1996]. However, it is more comparable to the

average time between excursions in the recent

past, as argued by Gubbins [1999].

[29] The duration of the model reversals, defined as

the time for the polarity function to pass between

two latitudes, (between ±45, for example) is

comparable to reversals of the Earth’s field. Al-

though somewhat variable, the polarity function

shown in Figure 1 changes by 90 of latitude

within 0.01 time units on average, equivalent to

about 2000 years in the Earth. This is within the

range of the paleomagnetic estimates for the time

required for the VGP (virtual geomagnetic pole) to

move by 90 of latitude during a reversal [Merrill

and McFadden, 1999].

[30] The relative contribution of the dipole to the

total magnetic field energy at the CMB reaches

its maximum quickly after a reversal and slowly

decays toward the next polarity change, as shown

in the second panel of Figure 1. However, the

third panel in Figure 1 demonstrates that the total

magnetic energy increases during the reversal as

does the dipole energy in the core. Only the

dipole at the CMB is decreasing due to the

particular dynamics of the reversals. Panel 4 in

Figure 1 shows the kinetic energy, a closer

analysis of its time behavior is presented in

section 5. Gray shaded areas in Figure 1 repre-

sent the time spans that are depicted by illustra-

tions and animations presented below. Light gray

shaded times are covered by two-dimensional

(2-D) animations in Animation 1. The time span

shaded in dark gray has been chosen as a

standard reversal period here. We will present it

in three-dimensional (3-D) Animations 2 and 3

and illustrate the solutions at start t = tS and end

t = tE of this period with several figures below.

4.2. Convective and Magnetic Fields

[31] The main convective structures at tS are shown

in Figure 2. They include an upwelling polar plume

in the northern hemisphere and two mid-latitude

upwelling plumes in the southern hemisphere.

Figure 2a displays the radial convective buoyancy

flux to illustrate this configuration. The orientation

of the southern plumes is intermediate between

radial (parallel to r̂) and axial (parallel to ẑ),

reflecting the moderate influence of rotation in this

calculation. These plumes originate at the inner

boundary near 40S latitude and reach the outer

boundary near 55S latitude. Although as many as

four upwelling plumes are present at times in the

southern hemisphere, they do not all appear to play

a major role in this dynamo, because m = 2 always

remains the dominant nonaxisymmetric wavenum-

ber in the convective field. The primary locations

of downwellings are at the southern pole and along

the inner core tangent cylinder in the northern

hemisphere, which corresponds to about 65N
latitude at the outer boundary.

[32] This general pattern of upwelling plumes and

downward return flows results in the pattern of

azimuthally averaged meridional circulation shown

in the right hemisphere of Figure 2b. Flow in the

large meridional cell outside of the inner core

tangent cylinder is northward near the outer bound-

ary and southward deeper in the shell. This circu-

lation plays a crucial role in the reversal process and

governs the duration of the dipole polarity transi-

tion. In addition, there are meridional cells at high

latitudes in both hemispheres. Because these cells

are smaller and are confined within the inner core

tangent cylinder, they play subordinate roles in the

reversal process. Planetary rotation interactswith the

main meridional cell, producing strong azimuthal

jets in each hemisphere. As shown in the left

hemisphere of Figure 2b, the northern hemispheric

jet is prograde (eastward) whereas the jet in the

southern hemisphere flows retrograde (westward).

[33] Figure 3 compares the radial magnetic fields at

start tS and end tE of the standard reversal period at
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a radial level equivalent to the Earth’s surface, and

at the external boundary of the model representing

the core-mantle boundary (CMB). The ’surface’

field is dominated by the dipole contribution, but

the CMB field shows significant differences

between the structures in the northern and southern

hemispheres. Field is concentrated at the south pole

by the downwelling there, field is also concentrated

by the tangent cylinder downwellings in the north-

ern hemisphere. Patches with minimal or reversed

flux are present at high latitudes in each hemi-

sphere. These patches are located over (or closely

adjacent to) two upwelling plumes. A local mini-

mum in the radial field occurs above the northern

upwelling.

[34] Three kinematic properties of the plumes are

especially significant for this dynamo. The first is

azimuthal drift. The southern plumes drift to the

west at a rate of roughly 2.0 � 104 degrees per

magnetic diffusion time, and are located within the

azimuthal retrograde jet. In contrast, the nonaxi-

symmetric part of the convective structure in the

northern hemisphere drifts to the east, at about

2.6 � 104 degrees per magnetic diffusion time.

These azimuthal drifts represent the dominant

source of time dependence in the convective flow.

Shearing of poloidal magnetic field by gradients in

the aimuthal flow is the main source for toroidal

magnetic field.

[35] Another significant property is helicity, the

correlation of velocity and vorticity in the

plumes. Snapshots of the z-vorticity and helicity

are displayed in Figures 2c and 2d. Helicity is

important in dynamo action, particularly for in-

ducing poloidal field from toroidal field [Moffat,

1978]. The sign of the helicity determines the

Figure 2. Snapshot images of the convection in the reversing dynamo model. (a) Isosurfaces of the radial
convective buoyancy transport, red represents outward and blue inward transport with about 10% of the absolute
amplitudes; (b) Zonal averaged rotation rate at left (contour interval = 2.7 � 104deg/th) and streamlines of meridional
flow at right; (c) Isosurface of the z-vorticity, positive in red and negative in blue at 27% of the absolute maximum;
(d) Isosurfaces of positive (red) and negative (blue) helicity at 19% of the absolute maximum.
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sign of the induced poloidal field, or alternatively,

the direction of the induced toroidal electric

currents relative to the direction of the toroidal

magnetic field. Radial poloidal magnetic field,

radial field production, the f-component of the

toroidal magnetic field, and helicity at times tS
and tE are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

The figures show south polar views at three

different radii, r1 = ro � 0.1, r2 = ri + 0.5,

and r3 = ri + 0.1, respectively, which represent

radial surfaces in the outer core 10% away from

the CMB, 10% away from the inner core and at

mid-radius.

[36] The so called dynamo term in the dynamo

equation (4) can be decomposed into a field

production term and a field advection term:

r� u� Bð Þ ¼ B � rð Þ u � u � rð ÞB ð6Þ

Here, we have used the fact that magnetic and flow

fields are divergence free. To visualize radial

magnetic field production, we plot changes in the

radial magnetic field due to the first term on the

right hand side of equation (6) but neglect changes

that are cancelled by the second term describing

magnetic field advection. Below we will show an

animation of azimuthal toroidal magnetic field

advection, which displays changes of the field

component due to the respective advective term in

equation (6) but neglects changes that cancel with

field production (See Animation 3).

[37] In the southern plumes, helicity is negative

near the plume base and is positive near the

top. This change in sign with height can be

understood in terms of southern hemisphere

quasi-geostrophic dynamics. Convergence in the

upwelling near the base of the plume correlates

with counterclockwise circulation, so helicity is

negative there. Divergence near the plume top in

combination with clockwise circulation results

in positive helicity, but this positive helicity

contributes only little to the overall poloidal

field production which is much stronger deeper

in the core. (Compare radial-field production in

Figures 4 and 5.)

Figure 3. Radial magnetic field at a radial level representing the Earth’s surface (left column) and at the outer
boundary of the model (right column). Configurations show start (first row) and end (second row) of the standard
reversal period shown as dark gray shaded area in Figure 1.
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[38] The third important kinematic property of the

plumes is their location relative to the meridional

circulation. As shown in Figure 2, the northern

polar plume is confined within the tangent cylinder

region. Consequently it plays a secondary role in

reversals. In contrast, the southern plumes are

located outside the tangent cylinder on average,

and are subject to the main meridional cell.

[39] Because the reversed field produced by these

plumes is transported throughout the sphere by the

main meridional cell, the interaction of the cell and

the southern plumes plays a critical role in the

timing and duration of the reversals. Indeed we

find that the duration of the reversal of the external

dipole is closely related to the south-to-north

transport time in the meridional cell. Taken

together, these three kinematic properties define

this model as an awm-dynamo, the helical plumes

providing the main a-effect, the azimuthal jets

providing the main w-effect, and the meridional

circulation providing the m-effect. It is well estab-

lished that awm-dynamos exhibit both ac (revers-

ing) and dc (nonreversing) behavior, depending on

the relative contributions of these three properties

[Moffat, 1978]. However, our dynamo is not a

classical awm-type, since the axisymmetric toroi-

dal magnetic energy is only 20% of the total

toroidal magnetic energy on average.

[40] Figures 4 and 5 reveal the complex details of

the internal magnetic field generation. Selected 3-D

Figure 4. Radial magnetic field (first column), production of radial magnetic field (second column), f-component
of the toroidal field (third column), and helicity (fourth column) at three different radial levels in the outer core: r1 =
ro � 0.1, r2 = ri + 0.5, and r3 = ri + 0.1 at the start of the reversal. The view is toward the south pole, and the same
contour levels have been used at all radial levels. The dipole polarity radial field is reversed or negative (blue).
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fieldlines are shown in Figure 6 at tS, the same time

as in snapshots Figure 2, Figure 4, and the upper

row of Figure 3. Helical motion associated with the

rising plumes lifts and twists toroidal field to

produce poloidal field loops. This action can most

clearly be seen at the single plume in the northern

hemisphere. Comparable effects are also seen in

the southern hemisphere. Lifting of toroidal field-

lines by plumes creates radial field of both signs,

and the resulting dipolar patches can be identified

in Figures 4 and 5. Action of the strong plume

helicity on the large toroidal field closer to the

inner core is the most important source for inverse

field. (See level r3 in Figures 4 and 5.) Inverse field

production has its maximum close to the plume

center, but since normal polarity field is produced

close by at the same time, there is significant

cancellation which may retard the reversal process.

In addition, there are also larger areas of inverse

field production where weaker negative helicity

outside the plume centers correlates with strong

toroidal field. This is shown most convincingly at

surface r = r3 in Figure 4.

[41] The complexity in Figures 4 and 5 reveals the

strong contribution of nonaxisymmetric toroidal

field. Production of axisymmetric toroidal field

by the classical W-effect is seen near the equator

in Figure 6, for example. Advection plays an

important role for the magnetic field dynamics in

this dynamo and can even be stronger than field

production due to the fast zonal flows. As men-

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 but at the end of the standard reversal (t = tE). The same contour levels have been used
as in Figure 4. The dipole polarity radial field is now of normal polarity or positive (red).
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tioned above, meridional transport distributes the

reversed field from its source region to other parts

of the core, and plays a crucial role in the reversal

dynamics.

[42] Note the lack of equatorial symmetry in the

snapshot images in Figures 2, 3, and 6. This

asymmetry results from the internal dynamics of

the system, and is not maintained by the boundary

conditions, which are homogeneous in this calcu-

lation. Although hemispheric asymmetry persists

over many dipole polarity epochs, it is not perma-

nent. There is equal preference for a pattern in

which the flow in the two hemispheres shown in

these figures is reversed. Accordingly the long

time-average flow pattern is expected to be sym-

metric and the average surface magnetic field is

antisymmetric, with respect to the equator. How-

ever the flow pattern present during an individual

polarity reversal is highly asymmetric, and is

reflected in the asymmetric structure of the mag-

netic field during the transition period.

4.3. Reversal Dynamics

[43] To further explore the reversal dynamics, we

have studied the time behavior of convective and

magnetic fields in 2-D animations on various

surfaces, as well as 3-D animations of isosurfaces.

Animation 1 (available in the HTML version of

the article at http://www.g-cubed.org) shows an

animation of surface and axisymmetric magnetic

fields over parts of three polarity epochs, includ-

ing two successive polarity reversals (light gray

shaded time interval in Figure 1). This animation

includes the dipole polarity and relative dipole

energy at the CMB, the radial field on the model

boundary, the external field at a distance equiva-

lent to Earth’s surface, and the axisymmetric parts

of the poloidal and toroidal fields. Animations 2

Figure 6. Three-dimensional configuration of selected internal magnetic field lines in the dynamo model at the start
of the standard reversal.
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and 3 visualize the 3-D structure of the fields

during the reversal period (dark gray shaded area

in Figure 1). Animation 2 shows isosurfaces

(positive and negative) of the poloidal magnetic

field in z-direction and isosurfaces (positive and

negative) of the helicity. Sequences of the axi-

symmetric fieldlines and CMB polarity are in-

cluded to establish the position in the reversal

process. The helicity animations show the motions

of the northern and southern plumes.

[44] Finally, Animation 3 contains animations of

isosurfaces of the toroidal magnetic field in

f-direction and isosurfaces of advection of this field
component. The advection sequence demonstrates

the importance of transport in the polarity transition

process as seen at the CMB. Although the axisym-

metric fields and isosurfaces help identify the most

significant processes during the reversal, they must

be complemented by 3-D views and cuts at different

surfaces to fully depict the reversal process.

[45] The polarity reversal is most easily seen in the

axisymmetric polodial field (fieldlines), where the

sign of the azimuthal electric currents supporting

this field have been color-coded. Sequences of this

variable have therefore been included in all three

animations. Examination of two different fieldline

animations over three reversals confirms that the

dynamics is always very similar from one reversal

to the next. In each reversal, three stages can be

distinguished; these are illustrated in Figure 7.

[46] The description below pertains to a reversal

that starts from inverse polarity (outward radial

dipole field in the northern hemisphere). This type

of reversal is depicted in the 3-D animations and

the first part of the 2-D animations above. The

complement, a reversal from normal to inverse

polarity, obeys the same dynamics and is shown

in the second part of the 2-D animations. While the

definitions of normal and reversed states are clear

for the poloidal field, it is not so clear for the

toroidal field. A possible definition of ‘‘normal’’

toroidal field would be the one produced from

‘‘normal’’ poloidal field. However, because the

toroidal fields in this dynamo are typically com-

plex, we mainly concentrate on the poloidal field in

our analysis.

[47] 1. Polarity is inverse; reversal starts internally.

In this initial stage the magnetic dipole at the CMB

lies close to the geographic pole and its position is

relatively stable. Seeds of stong normal polarity

field are present in the interior, however. They can

clearly be seen in the 3-D animations and as

distortions in the axisymmetric fieldlines located

at the downflow in the northern hemisphere and at

the plume locations in the southern hemisphere.

The magnetic energy grows while the helicity

associated with the plumes and downflows in both

hemispheres produces inverse as well as normal

polarity field (See Figure 4 and Animation 2).

Normal field appearing in the northern tangent

cylinder causes the polarity to deviate farther from

the 90 position and decreases the relative strength

of the dipole at the CMB. Shearing of poloidal

field by zonal flows creates toroidal field which is

mainly retrograde in and near the northern tangent

cylinder (see Animation 3), prograde at the equator

(see Animation 3 and Figure 6), and more complex

in the southern hemisphere (see Figure 4). This

stage corresponds to Figures 7a and 7b.

[48] 2. Field reverses at the CMB. Normal radial

field produced by plume action in the southern

hemisphere is advected to the CMB in this stage,

and marks the start of the reversal in the polarity

function. The normal polarity field is then trans-

ported northward along the CMB by the meridional

circulation. The polarity change at the CMB is

completed when this advected field merges with

the northern normal polarity patch. The advection

and merging are evident in all animations of the

axisymmetric fieldlines and can also be seen in the

3-D animation of toroidal magnetic field advection

in (Animation 3). Stage 2 is represented by

Figures 7b–7d.

[49] 3. Normal polarity consolidates. In addition to

normal polarity field transported along the CMB,

normal field produced in the northern tangent

cylinder is also advected southward along the

inner-core boundary. The remaining inverse polar-

ity field cancels with the advected field and the

locally produced normal polarity field. As a result,

the magnetic energy decreases and field of mainly

normal polarity remains. The w-effect acting on the

consolidated normal poloidal field produces toroi-
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dal field inverse to the starting configuration (see

Animation 3). This toroidal field reversal close to

the end of the sequence initializes the next reversal.

Figures 7e–7f illustrate this stage.

5. Reversals in a Kinematic
Dynamo Model

[50] Our interpretation of the reversal sequence

does not appeal to any changes in the flow pattern

to trigger the magnetic changes, and so is similar to

a kinematic dynamo reversal. This begs the ques-

tion: Are flow changes insignificant in the reversal

process? To explore this question, we consider

progressively simpler dynamo models. In a first

simplification, the Lorentz force in the Navier-

Stokes equation (1) is neglected (switched off in

the code). Then the magnetic field does not affect

the flow, and the velocity and buoyancy fields

correspond to nonmagnetic convection.

[51] Figure 8 shows the resulting time sequences of

such a simulation, over one magnetic diffusion

time. This, and an equivalent calculation shown

in Figure 1, start with identical (and self-consistent)

initial conditions. There is a transient behavior

when the flow adjusts to the new force balance

Figure 7. Sketch of the stages in a reversal sequence. Light red and light blue code the sign of the toroidal
electric currents that produce the axisymmetric poloidal magnetic field. Contour lines are meridional streamlines.
The first and last panels (a and f ) show in addition directional arrows of the meridional circulation and plume
locations (dark red).
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(see kinetic energy in lower row of Figure 8). The

dynamo without the Lorentz force still reverses,

though somewhat more slowly, with 9 reversals

during one magnetic diffusion time, versus 11 in

the full model. This difference may be attributed to

the chaotic nature of the solutions or the short

duration of the run. The magnetic energy grows

exponentially in time average due to the kinematic

nature of this solution. An estimated growth rate is

given in Table (1). The lower panel in Figure 8

shows the kinetic energy. The slow variation that

was present in the self-consistent run (Figure 1) is

largely gone in this case, demonstrating that this

variation is an effect of magnetic back-reaction.

Figure 9 compares shorter simulations, with and

without the Lorentz force. The self-consistent case

is the one depicted in Figure 1, while the run

without the Lorentz force is the continuation of

the simulation shown in Figure 8. The first panel in

Figure 9 shows again the polarity function for

orientation, and the second panel displays the

magnetic energy density in the outer core (opposed

Figure 8. Time series of the dynamo model without Lorentz force. First panel shows dipole polarity function;
second panel shows relative contribution of the magnetic dipole to the total magnetic energy at the CMB; third panel
shows total magnetic energy in the outer core; fourth panel shows total kinetic energy. Compare this to the results for
the full model in Figure 1.
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to total energy shown before). Panels three to five

present additional flow measures: kinetic energy

density of the flow through the radial surface at

mid-radius (r2) in row three, kinetic energy density

of the flow through the equatorial plane in row

four, and energy density of the zonal flow in row

five. Two pronounced time scales can be distin-

guished: a fast convective time scale that we will

describe in more detail below, and a slower mag-

netic time scale. In addition there are also inter-

mediate convective time scales present. The slow

magnetic time scale is most clearly recognizable in

the zonal flow energy since poloidal magnetic field

lines significantly impair zonal flow gradients.

[52] In the self-consistent case there is a good

correlation between highs in magnetic energy and

lows in kinetic energy. The opposite is true when

the Lorentz force is neglected. In the latter case, the

magnetic field strength more closely follows the

intensity of convection. Since the magnetic field in

the kinematic case is subject to the larger velocity

Figure 9. Comparison of two runs with (black lines) and without (gray lines) Lorentz force. First panel shows
dipole polarity function; second panel shows magnetic energy density; third panel shows kinetic energy density of the
flow through the radial surface at (r = r2); fourth panel shows kinetic energy density of the flow through the equatorial
plane; fifth panel shows kinetic energy density of zonal flow.
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variations, it is significantly more time dependent,

which complicates analysis of the reversal process.

We nevertheless find the same overall dynamics as

in the full system, and we therefore conclude that

the Lorentz force has negligible influence on the

reversal process in these models.

[53] In the full dynamo model, as in the convective

calculation, the velocities exhibit a fast oscillation.

This oscillation is related to the movement of the

convective features in the northern hemisphere

relative to their southern hemisphere counterparts.

The relative rotation rate between the prograde

northern and retrograde southern zonal motions is

4.6 � 104 degrees per magnetic diffusion time.

This corresponds to an oscillation period of roughly

4 � 10�3 for the dominant m = 2 convective

feature. At those times in the oscillation when

hot regions in the northern hemisphere lie north

of hot (cold) regions in the southern hemisphere

the north-south meridional transport is suppressed

(enhanced).

[54] Figure 10 illustrates these oscillations in var-

ious flow quantities: The first panel shows the

kinetic energy density contained in different azi-

muthal wavenumbers. The axisymmetric energy

(solid line) is varying only slightly while the

oscillation is most pronounced in the m = 2 kinetic

energy (long dashed line). The second panel shows

the kinetic energy density of the flow through the

radial surface midway between inner and outer

boundary (r = r2) for the northern hemisphere

(solid line) and the southern hemisphere (dashed

line). The convective flow is stronger in the south

since two substantial upwellings are at work there

compared to only one in the northern hemisphere.

The main variation corresponds again to the (m = 2)

oscillation, but fluctuations due to higher harmon-

ics are also present. Panel three in Figure 10

demonstrates the substantial variations in the ki-

netic energy of the meridional flow through the

equator. Finally, the lower panel of Figure 10

shows the variation in helicity, the solid line is the

integrated helicity in the northern hemisphere, the

dashed line is the respective value for the southern

hemisphere. Though the variations are large in

some of the flow components the integrated

helicity changes very little.

[55] To further simplify the dynamo model, we

have selected nine snapshots at times t1 to t9 in

the principal convective oscillation as initial con-

ditions for kinematic dynamo calculations. Gray

lines mark t1 to t9 in Figure 10. Rather than solving

an eigenvalue problem for the kinematic solution,

we time-step the dynamo equations using steady-

state velocity fields from snapshots t1 to t9. The

most significant part of the convective dynamics

missing from these calculations, labeled K1 to K9,

is transport of convective features by the northern

and southern zonal jets.

[56] The resulting polarity functions of the kine-

matic dynamo runs are shown in the left part of

Figure 11. Note the transients that dominate each

calculation until the largest growing eigenmode has

taken over. Dynamos K3 and K8 reverse, while the

other cases evolve into stationary eigen-solutions.

For dynamo K4 a stationary solution decays only

slightly slower than an oscillatory eigenvector.

Table 1 compares growth rates and reversing

periods for all dynamos presented in this paper.

Most stationary kinematic dynamos have a large

positive growth rate, while K3 and K4 decay. The

growth rates of K8 and K9 are positive, but smaller

than for the other stationary cases. The reversal rate

is slower than in the self-consistent case, about

6 reversals per magnetic diffusion time for dynamo

K3 and nearly 7 reversals per magnetic diffusion

time for dynamo K8.

[57] Figure 12 shows the radial magnetic field at

mid radius r2 for a normal polarity situation and an

intermediate state of dynamo K3. The action of the

central northern plumes and two large plus one

smaller upwellings in the southern hemisphere can

again be identified. In the intermediate configura-

tion the southern hemisphere has mainly reversed,

but the northern hemisphere has reversed only

partially. This configuration is similar to the sta-

tionary eigensolution found for most of the other

kinematic cases.

[58] Surprisingly, dynamo K3 oscillates, while dy-

namo K7 is stationary, even though the two con-

vective fields are very similar (see Figure 10). We

have not identified reasons for this difference in

behavior. Perhaps subtle differences in the velocity
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field suffice to determine whether the growth rate

of an oscillatory or a stationary solution is largest.

It is tempting to conclude that the meridional

circulation is a determining feature, since the

two oscillating dynamos K3 and K8 are based

on convective solutions with large flows across

the equatorial plane. This agrees with our finding

that meridional circulation is important for the

reversal in the self-consistent case. On the other

hand, the flow across the equatorial plane is as

Figure 10. Time sequence of different flow quantities that demonstrate the fast convective oscillations: Upper panel
shows kinetic energy density for different wave numbers, solid, axisymmetric; short dashed, (m = 1); long dashed,
(m = 2). Second panel shows kinetic energy density of the flow through the radial plane at mid radius between inner
and outer boundary, solid, northern hemisphere; dashed, southern hemisphere. Third panel shows kinetic energy
density of the flow through the equatorial plane. Lower panel shows mean helicity density, solid, northern
hemisphere, dashed, southern hemisphere. The vertical gray lines mark times where snap shots of the flow field have
been used for kinematic dynamo simulations (see Figure 11).
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large for the stationary solution K7 as for the

oscillating cases.

[59] Additional numerical simulations confirm that

stationary eigensolutions dominate the kinematic

dynamo cases. However, model runs without Lor-

entz force reverse with rates similar as in the

selfconsistent case and in kinematic dynamos K3

and K8. It seems that the grothrates found in the

kinematic solutions do not reflect to behavior of

the dynamically evolving system. Note that the

time scale of the flow oscillations is two orders of

magnitude smaller than the reversal periods and is

also much smaller than the typical kinematic

growth times. This suggests that stationary velocity

fields may indeed not reflect the correct temporal

Figure 11. The left part shows kinematic dynamo simulations for nine different velocity fields taken from snapshots
t1 to t9 of the run shown in Figure 10. The curves show the colatitude of the dipole component at the core-mantle
boundary, thin horizontal lines mark the equator. Note how the fastest growing eigenmodes take over after a transient.
For the right part we have used the end configurations of the kinematic runs as starting solutions for a dynamic
calculation without Lorentz force (See Figure 8).

Table 1. List of Growth Rates and Time Behavior for
the Dynamo Simulations Presented Here: The Self-
Consistent Case, a Run Without Lorentz Force and Nine
Kinematic Calculations K1 to K9

a

Name Growth Rate Period

Self-consistent Equilibrated 
0.09
No Lorentz-force 
6 
0.11

K1 61.2 Stationary
K2 55.1 Stationary
K3 �2.1 0.16
K4 
�10 Stationary (0.12)
K5 30.2 Stationary
K6 89.1 Stationary
K7 53.1 Stationary
K8 5.4 0.14
K9 8.5 Stationary

a
For dynamo K4 an oscillating and a stationary eigensolution have

about the same decay rate, the stationary solution decaying somewhat
slower. This complicated the determination of growth rate and period.
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behavior. We have conducted additional numerical

experiments, using the end configurates of the

kinematic dynamo runs K1–K9 as starting solu-

tions for respective integrations without Lorentz

forces. The results are shown in the right part of

Figure 11. Most of the stationary solutions resume

to reverse after a time span shorter than the reversal

period. Clearly, oscillatory solutions are prefered

for all starting conditions, and this preference is a

consequence of the dynamical changes in the

convective flow.

[60] We conclude that our self-consistent dynamic

dynamo model is close to being kinematic in its

overall behavior because the Lorentz force is not

essential for the reversals to happen and because

similar oscillatory kinematic solutions can be

found. Moreover, it is unlikely that the reversals

are initiated by any particular changes in the flow,

since the typical convective oscillation period is so

much smaller than the reversal period. The rever-

sals are therefore pure magnetic modes intrinsic to

the dynamo.

[61] It is commonly thought that Lorentz forces

play a much more significant role in the Earth’s

outer core than in the model reported here and than

in possibly all dynamo simulations to date

[Hollerbach, 1996; Jones, 2000]. The geomagnetic

field is therefore probably far from any kinematic

solution. What this means for the reversal rate

and the reversal mechanism itself remains to be

explored.

6. Summary

[62] The dynamo model presented here undergoes

regular, nearly periodic reversals, with uniform

Figure 12. Radial magnetic field structure at normal and intermediate polarity of kinematic dynamo K3.
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polarity epochs separated by brief dipole polarity

transitions. It approximates an awm-type dynamo,

with helical convective plumes (a-effect), azimuthal

jets (w effect) and meridional circulation (m-effect).

The dynamo is ‘‘nearly kinematic’’ due to the large

magnetic Roberts number employed (q = 20). Fluc-

tuations in the magnetic field, including the polarity

reversals, are far larger than fluctuations in the

velocity field.

[63] Viewed from outside, the dipole reversal

‘‘starts’’ when upwelling plumes twist toroidal

field, producing spots with reversed poloidal field

near the outer boundary. Accordingly, reversed flux

spots on the outer boundary above the plumes are

precursors to the dipole reversal. The reversed

poloidal field is advected northward from the

southern plumes by the meridional circulation.

This determines the transition time, and corre-

sponds to a few thousand years in the Earth’s core.

Because the meridional circulation crosses the

equator, the transitional field on the outer boundary

is quadrupolar. The reversal ‘‘finishes’’ with an

inversion of the toroidal magnetic field in the

southern hemisphere, which in turn initiates the next

poloidal field reversal. From outside, the reversal

occurs in a fraction of the time needed to complete

the reversal process throughout the core. Similar

mechanisms may be at work in reversals of the

geodynamo.

[64] The duration of polarity epochs is more

difficult to link to a single dynamical process. In

general terms, the duration of a polarity epoch

represents a sort of ‘‘mixing time’’ for the poloidal

and toroidal magnetic field scalars P and t. It

depends on multiple effects, including the relative

strengths of the reversed and normal fields pro-

duced in the plumes, meridional flux advection, and

flux diffusion. The polarity epochs in our model are

short, equivalent to about 25 kyr in the core.

[65] Although the meridional circulation in our

model promotes reversals, several kinematic dyna-

mo calculations show the opposite effect, that

meridional circulation can suppress oscillatory

solutions in favor of stationary ones [Roberts,

1972; Sarson and Gubbins, 1996]. An explanation

for this discrepancy could be the direction of the

meridional transport. The meridional circulation in

our models transports disturbances from the south-

ern hemisphere across the equator, and is also

relatively strong. In contrast, the kinematic dynamo

simulations by Roberts [1972] and Sarson and

Gubbins [1996] assume equatorial antisymmetric

meridional cells, which tend to confine disturban-

ces to one hemisphere.

[66] This interpretation offers a way to reconcile

the results of Sarson and Jones [1999] with ours.

Since reversals in their dynamo model begin when

the meridional circulation is especially weak,

Sarson and Jones [1999] concluded that low me-

ridional flow enables the reversal to start. However,

during the reversal itself, the meridional flow in

their model crosses the equator and actually

increases in strength (see panels 2, 3 and 4 in

Figure 4 of Sarson and Jones [1999]), more like

the meridional flow in our models.

[67] We find that meridional transport plays a key

role in determining the frequency and duration of

reversals. Subtle differences in meridional transport

can account for many of the differences seen in

dynamo model reversals, and may possibly account

for differences between reversals in the paleomag-

netic record.
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